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Abstract 
Give K the discrete topology and w + 1 the order topology. The n-fan F, is the quotient space 
obtained by identifying the nonisolated points of K x (w + 1) to a point 00. We investigate the 
tightness of products of the form F, x Fx, where A < K. Some of our results are t(Fn x Fx) < X”, 
t+(FN, x FL) < L, and a new connection between the tightness of F, x FX and the failure of 
<n-cwH in first countable < K-cwH spaces. 
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0. Introduction 
The K-fan F, is the quotient space obtained by identifying the nonisolated points of 
the product IF. x (w + 1) to a single point 00. (Here n has the discrete topology and w + 1 
has the order topology.) Thus, a neighborhood of 00 is a set of the form 
V, = {cm} U {(a,m): m 2 g(a)}, where g E w”. 
Products of fans have been studied for quite some time. In [ 11, Arhangel’skii showed 
that the product of F, with F, has uncountable tightness. Even earlier, Stone [18] used 
essentially the same ideas to produce an open image of a metrizable space that is not 
metrizable. 
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In [lo], Gruenhage uses a product of fans to show that a theorem of Tanaka [20] on 
products of closed images of metric spaces is equivalent to b = wt. In [6], products of 
fans are used in the solution of a problem in categorical topology posed by Husek [ 131. 
In the quintuple paper [7], Eda et al. prove an important equivalence that connects the 
tightness of the square of the fan F,, and the existence of a first countable < wz-cwH 
space that is not <wz-cwH. They also investigate the normality of products of the form 
F, x FX x p, and how these products relate to C-products of Lasnev spaces. 
Our goals in this paper are to determine some of the possibilities for the tightness of 
the products of fans, and to further explore the connection between tightness in products 
and the failure of < K-CWH in first countable < K-CWH spaces. We also collect a number 
of results about products of fans that were previously scattered throughout the literature. 
1. Notation and easy facts 
Let X < TV be infinite cardinals. When discussing the product F, x Fx, we will use 
sets of the form 
vg x u.f = {(o% WA)} U { ((P, 4, (a, 4) : P < 4 0 < 4 m, n E w}, 
where g E 0 and f E w’, as a basis at (co,, 03x). To simplify the notation, we will 
also drop the subscripts on 00, and 00x. 
With this notation, it is clear that for a set A C (K x w) x (X x w), (co, co) E 71 if and 
only if whenever g : tc -+ w and f : X + w, there is a point ((p,m), (CY, n)) E A such 
that m > g(p) and n 3 f(o). 
Recall that for a space X and a point II: E X, the tightness of z in X is 
t(z, X) = sup {p: A E [Xlp, CE E 2 \ A, and ‘v’B E [A]<P(x q! B)} + w. 
The tightness of the space X is then defined as t(X) = sup{t(z, X): 2 E X}. 
If t(X) = w, we say that X has countable tightness, or that X is countably tight. 
Notice that F, is countably tight, because all points other than co are isolated, and 
A 5 F, clusters at 00 only if and only if there is an (Y < K such that A n ({a} x w) is 
infinite. 
The following result says that in order to compute the tightness of F, x Fx, we only 
need to worry about the point (co, oo). 
Lemma 1.1. Let X < K be injinite cardinals. Then t(Fn x 8’~) = t((co, co), F, x Fx). 
Proof. We show that if (zz, y) E F, x FJ, and (z, y) # (co, oo), then 
+Y-/),F, x Fx) =w. 
This is certainly true if both J: and y are isolated in their respective factors, so suppose 
that z = 03 and y = (a, n). Then a basic open neighborhood of (z, y) is a set of the form 
V, x {y}, which is homeomorphic to F,, which has countable tightness. An analogous 
proof works when x = (p, m) and y = 00. 0 
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Thus, in order to determine the tightness of F, x Fx, it is necessary and sufficient 
to examine sets A C F, x Fx that accumulate at (co, oo) and have minimal cardinality 
with respect to this property. This leads us to the following definition. 
Definition 1.2. Let X < K and 0 be infinite cardinals. A set A 2 F, x Fx is O-good if 
IAl = 0, (M, CO) E ?r\ A, and VB E [A]” ((00, CO) $8 B). 
Note that if A is O-good, then 0 < K, and if B is a subset of A that accumulates 
at (co, oo), then B is Q-good. The next definition gives another property that we will 
want our &good sets to have; in the following lemma, we will show that we can always 
replace a given O-good set by one that has this property and others. 
Definition 1.3. Let X < IC. be infinite cardinals and A C (6 x w) x (X x w). 
(1) For p < K and (Y < X, Ho,(A) = {( m,n): ((,f3,m), (cu,n)) E A}. (When A is 
clear from context we will use Hpa for HP,(A).) 
(2) A is closed downward (abbreviated cdw) if whenever ((cx, n), (/3, m)) E A, n’ < n, 
and m’ < m, then ((a, n’), (8, m’)) E A. Similarly, Hpo, is cdw if whenever (m, n) E 
HP,, m’ < m, and n’ < n, then (ml,,‘) E HD,. 
It should be clear that A is cdw if and only if each Ho,(A) is cdw. 
Lemma 1.4. Let X, K, and 8 be cardinals, with X < n and 8 uncountable. Suppose 
that A is a O-good subset of F, x Fx. Then there is a O-good set B with the following 
properties. 
(1) B C (K x w) x (X x w). 
(2) B is cdw. 
(3) For each p E K and (Y E X, Ho,(B) is finite. 
(4) Ho,(B) = 8 whenever p < cr. 
Proof. (1) Given a O-good set A C F, x Fx, notice that for each a: < X, the set 
A, = A n ((00, (cqn)): n E w} is countable. Because A is &good, (00, co) q! A,. 
There is therefore an f(o) E w such that for all n 3 f(a), (co, (cx,n)) $ A. Similarly, 
define g : K A w so that for all m > g(p), ((p, m), co) 4 A. Then B = An (V, x U,) C: 
(K x w) x (X x w) is O-good. 
(2) Given a O-good set A, by (1) we can assume that A C (K x w) x (X x w). For 
each point (z, y) = ((p,m), (a,n)) E A, define 
A,, = {((p, m’), (cx, n’)): m < m’ and n’ < n}. 
Set 
B = u A,,. 
(~>Y)CA 
By construction, B is cdw and Q-good. 
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(3) Let A C (K x w) x (A x w) be Q-good and cdw. We claim 
VP < K. 3mp E w Va < X 3np, E w ((P, ma), (Q, n&) 4 A 
Suppose not. Then there is a p E K such that for every m E w, there is an a,,, < A 
such that for every n E w, we have ((p, m), (cY,, n)) E A. Fix functions g : K + w and 
f : J+ + w. ?-hen ((0, g(P)), &(p), f(ag(p)))) E A n (V, x Uf). That is, (m, m) is in 
the closure of the countable set {((p, m), (cy,, n)): m, n E w}, contradicting the fact 
that A is &good. 
In a similar manner, one can show 
VQ < K 3% E w V/j’ < K Imp, ((P, mpcr), (a, na)) $ A. 
Define a set B C (K x w) x (A x w) by 
((&m),(o,n)) E B iff ((P,mo+m),(Q,n,+n)) E A. 
Notice that ((0, m), (LY, n)) E B implies both m < mga and n < npa. That is, 
&3,(B) C mpa x npa, and so is finite. 
B is also O-good. If g : K + w and f : X + w, set ,9’(p) = g(p) + mg and f’(a) = 
f(o) + 72,. Because A accumulates at (00, oo), there is a 
((Am),kn)) EA~(V,~ x~.P), 
whence ((p,m - mp), (c~,n - n,)) E B f~ (V, x Uf). Similarly, if B’ E [B]‘O, there 
are functions g : K + w and f : X -+ w such that 
K x vf) n {((Am + m& ( a,n+n,)): ((P,m),(a,n)) E B’} = 0. 
This means that already B n (V, x Uf) = 0. 
(4) Given a &good set A, set 
A< = {((Am), @,n)) E A: P < a}, 
A= = { ((p,m), (cqn)) E A: fl = a}, and 
A> = { ((P, m), (a, n)) E A: P > a}. 
Because these sets are pairwise disjoint, (co, oc) is in the closure of at least one of 
them. We claim that (00, co) 4 A=. Notice that if (z, y) = ((P,m), (a, n)) E A=, then 
CY = /I < A. Because A is e-good, for each (Y < X there is an f(o) E w such that if m 
and n are greater than or equal to f(a), then (( a,m), (cqn)) $ A. Define g:K 4 w by 
g(p) = f(P) if ,@ < X and g(p) = 0 if X < /? < K. Then A= CT (Vg x Uf) = 0. Thus, at 
least one of A< and A> is B-good. 
If A, is B-good, set B = A>. Otherwise, A, is Q-good, so we can use the e-good set 
B = {(@n), (Am)): ((Am), (a,n)) E A<}. 
In any case, the corresponding Hp,(B)‘s are as desired. 0 
Two additional refinements follow from the fact that whenever K’ < 6 and A’ < A, 
the product F,I x FJ+, is a subspace of F, x Fx. 
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Suppose A c (K x u) x (X x w) is e-good and that X < 8 < K. Because the set 
{P < KG: 3a -=c X &a(A) # S)} 
has cardinality t?, via a bijection of this set with 8, we can assume that A is a O-good 
subset of Fe x Fx. Similarly, if 0 < X < K, we can assume that A is a B-good subset of 
Fe x Fe, 
With these refinements, one can view the existence of a B-good subset of Fe x FJ, as 
the failure of a certain kind of model-theoretic compactness. Suppose X < 0 and that 
AC (Bxw)x(Xxw).ThenforP < O,letP(A,P) bethestatement“An((pxw)x(pxw)) 
does not accumulate at (00, oo)“. Then A is O-good if and only if P(A, ,O) is true for all 
,O < 0 but false for p = 0. 
When 0 is inaccessible, 4’(A, 0) is a ni statement about Ve, so it is easy to see that 
there are no O-good sets in Fo x Fx when 0 is weakly compact. It is also true that if 
0 is greater than or equal to a supercompact cardinal, then there are no O-good sets in 
FO x Fx. 
Theorem 1.5. Let p be a supercompact cardinal. If 8 2 p and X < (3, then there are no 
O-good sets in Fe x Fx. 
Proof. Suppose that A c (0 x w) x (X x w) is cdw and that for all B E [A]“, 
(CCI, CO) $ B. Let j : V + M be an elementary embedding with critical point p that also 
satisfies j(p) > 0 and Me C M. 
Now, Ij”(A)I = B so that j”(A) E M. By elementarity, subsets of j(A) of cardinality 
less than j(0) that are elements of M do not accumulate at (oo, oo) in F,(e) x F,(X). 
Therefore, because j”(A) = {((j@),m), (j(cx),n)): ((p,m), (CY, n)) E A}, we have 
M + 3g : j(e) -+ w 3f : j(X) -+ w v’c E ye v< E j”X 
(Kg(<))> (WE))) $ j(A). 
Fix functions g and f in M as above. In V, define functions 5 : 6’ + w and f^ : X + w 
by i(P) = sQ(P)> and f(a) = f(j(a)). Then ((j(P), dj(P))), (j(~), f(j(~)))) E _?‘A 
if and 00 if ((P,G(P)), (a, fl(~))) 6 A so that A n (V, x Uf) = 0, whence A is not 
e-good. 0 
The following characterization of when a cdw set A G (K x w) x (A x w) accumulates 
at (co, CXJ) will be particularly useful when we consider products of fans with K > X. 
Theorem 1.6. Suppose that X < K are infinite cardinals and that A C (K x w) x (X x w) 
is cdw. Then A accumulates at (CO, co) if and only if 
Y’f : X + w 3p < K Vm E w 3a < X ((p,m), (a, f(a))) E A. (*) 
Proof. [=+-I We show the contrapositive. Suppose that (*) fails. Then there is a function 
f : X -+ w such that for each ,O < tc there is an mp E w such that for each cy < K, 
((p, m/7), (a, f(a))) 6 A. This defines a function g : K + w by g(p) = mg. 
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We claim that A n (V, x Uf) = 0. By way of contradiction, suppose that 
((P,m), (a,n)) E A n (v, x Uf). Then m > g(p) = mp and n 2 f(o). Because 
A is cdw, we have ((p, ma), (a, f(a))) E A, a contradiction. So (03, co) $71. 
[x=] Suppose that (*) holds, and that g: K. + w and f : X + w. Take 0 < K 
and for each m E w an cy, < X as guaranteed by (*) for f. Let m > g(p), then 
((P, 4, (oy,, f(4)) E A n (V, x Uf). Because g and f were arbitrary, (00, oc) E 
ii. 0 
If X < K, we say that the product F, x Fx is asymmetric. If X = K, we call F, x Fx 
a symmetric product of fans. 
2. Asymmetric products of fans 
This section breaks into two subsections. In the first, we consider products of the form 
Fe x F,; in the second, we consider products Fe x Fx with X uncountable. 
2. I. Products with a countable second factor 
Definition 2.1. (1) Let f and g be functions in ww. Then f <* g if {n: g(n) < f(n)} 
is finite. 
(2) A family B C ww is <*-unbounded if for every f E ww there is an g E B such 
that g #* f. 
(3) b is the minimal cardinality of a <*-unbounded family in w“‘. 
In [lo], Gruenhage showed that there is a b-good set in Fb x F, and that b is the 
smallest uncountable cardinal 8 for which there is a O-good set in Fe x F,. The next 
series of lemmas sharpens these results. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose 8 is an uncountable cardinal and A is a O-good subset of Fo x F,. 
Then cf(e) 3 6. 
Proof. Suppose that cf(0) < 6. By way of contradiction, assume A is a @-good subset 
of Fe x Fx. Without loss of generality, we can also assume A 2 (0 x w) x (w x w), and 
for each p < 0 and lc E w, Hak = HPk(A) is finite. 
Let {&: [ < cf(0)) b e an increasing sequence of ordinals cofmal in 8. For each 
E < cf(e), set ABE = An((& x w) x (w x w)). Because A is e-good, for each E < cf(g), 
there are functions gc : 0 --t w and fc : w + w such that Ap, n (V,, x Uf,) = 8. 
Because cf(0) < 6, there is an f : w -+ w such that for each < < cf(e), .f< <* f. 
We define a function g : 0 + w as follows. Fix ,D < 9. Let E(P) be the least c for 
which p < 0~. Set kp = max{k: fFca,(k) > f(k)}. For each k < kp, Hok is finite, 
so there is an mk E w such that for all m 3 mk and n E w, (m,n) $! Hok. Let 
mp = maX{mk: k < kp}. Set g(p) = g@)(p) + ?nfl f 1. 
We claim that An (V, x U,) = 0. To see this, suppose that ((P, m), (k, n)) E A. Then 
either k > kp, or k < k,. In the first case, we have g(p) > g<(o)(p) and f(k) > f<(a)(k). 
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Because Ap, TI (V,,,,, x UfzCpj) = 8, ((p,m), (k, n)) 4 V, x Uf. In the second case, 
g(p) > rnk > m, so again, ((p,m), (k,n)) $ V, x Uf. Thus, A does not accumulate at 
(co, co), a contradiction. 0 
Definition 2.3. A family {fo: ,f3 < 0) C ww is a O-sequence if cy < p < B implies 
fa <* fP 
We remark that b is the least cardinal for which there is an unbounded d-sequence and 
that if there is an unbounded B-sequence in ww, then there is an unbounded O-sequence 
in ww such that for every p < B and k E w, f@(k) > k. 
Lemma 2.4. If 8 is a regular cardinal and there is an unbounded e-sequence in ww, 
then there is a e-good set in Fe x F,. 
Proof. Suppose that {fp: ,0 < 0) IS an unbounded e-sequence with each fo(k) 3 k. 
Define A = (((8, m), (k,n)): m + k < 2fp(k) + 1). Clearly, A is cdw; we claim that 
A is %-good in Fe x F,. 
To see that A accumulates at (co, oc), let g : 0 -+ w and f : w + w be arbitrary. Then 
there is a p < 0 such that {k: f(k) < fp(k)} is infinite. Take a k in this set that is 
larger than g(p), then 
k + f(k) < f(k) + f(k) = 2f (k) G 2fp(k) < 2fD(k) + 1, 
so ((P, k), (k, f(k))) E A ” (5 x U,). 
Because 6 is regular, to show that small subsets of A do not accumulate, it suffices 
to show that for each < < 8, A< = A f~ (FE x F,) does not accumulate at (co, co). So 
fix 6 < 8. Define g:8 + w by g(p) = 2max{fp(k): f@(k) < f<(k)} + 2 if fl < <; 
otherwise g(p) = 0. Define f : w + w by f(k) = 2fc(k) + 1. 
We claim that AC n (V, x Uf) = 0. Suppose that ((p, m) , (k, n)) E V, x Uf . Then 
either f<(k) < fp(k) or f<(k) > fo(k). In the first case, 
m 2 g(P) 2 2fp(k) + 2 > 2fo(k) + 1, 
in the second, 
n > f(k) = 2fc(k) + 1 > 2fp(k) + 1, 
so that in either case, ((p, m), (k, n)) 4 A,. 13 
In the forthcoming joint paper [2], it shown that there are models of set theory in 
which there are &good sets in Fo x F,, but no unbounded e-sequences. 
We will use the following well-known fact to put an upper bound on the size of B-good 
sets in products with a countable second factor. 
Lemma 2.5. t(X x Y) < min(t(X)X(Y), t(Y)X(X)). 
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that t(X x Y) < t(X)X(Y). Suppose that 
A C_ X x Y and that (~0, yn) E 2. Let {Ua: (Y < x(Y)} enumerate a base at ye in Y. 
For each a: < X(Y), let A, = {z E X: 3y E Ua((z, y) E A)}. 
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Because ~0 E A,, there is a B, E [A,]6t(x) such that 5 E I3,. For each z E B,, 
find an fa(s) E A, such that (z,fa(z)) E A,. 
Set 
A’= n {(qf&)): XE B,}. 
a<x(X) 
Then IA’1 G t(X)x(Y); we claim that (~0: yo} E AI. Fix a neighborhood V x U, of 
(~0, ~0). Because A, accumulates at ZO, there is an z E A, n V. But then {x, fa(z)) E 
A'n (V x U,). 0 
Definition 2.6. (1) A family D C w w is dominating if for every f E &‘, there is a 
d f D such that f <* d. 
(2) 0 is the minimal cardinality of a D L ww that is dominating. 
Theorem 2.7. Let 0 be an uncountable cardinal, and suppose that there is a 8-guud set 
in Fe x F,. Then b < % < a. 
Proof. The first inequality follows from the first lemma of the section; the second follows 
from preceding lemma and the easy to see fact that x(F,) = a. 0 
Thus, when discussing %-good sets in F, x F,, we can assume that K < a. At this 
point, it is natural to ask for which 8 between b and 0 are there or can there be a %-good 
set in Fo x F,. Certainly, if b = in, then there are b-good sets, and these are the only 
good sets possible. What happens if b < a? 
Hechler has shown [12] that it is consistent that b < a and for all regular 8 such that 
6 6 % 6 a, there is an unbounded %-sequence in &‘. Thus, it is consistent that for all 
such 8, there is a %-good set in Fe x F,. 
On the other hand, if cf(%) < b < 8 < a, then by Lemma 2.2, there are no %-good 
sets in Fe x F,. As shown in [2J, it is also consistent to have a B-good set in Fe x F, 
with b < cf(%) < % < a. 
As another example, consider a model of set theory in which b = wt and for each n 
such that 1 < n < w, there is an unbounded t&sequence. Then ~(FH~ x FLz) = Nti, but 
there are no &-good sets in FN, x F,. That is, tightness may not be attained in a product 
of fans. This example is one of the reasons WC USC the terminology of %-good sets when 
discussing tightness of products of fans. (See also Section 3.2 where we discuss products 
FQ x Fe with % singular.) 
The next theorem shows that it is possible to have b < D and only b-good sets in 
FD x F,. We will need a few more definitions and two lemmas. 
Definition 2.8. Let P be a partial order. An endowment for P is a family L C [IF’]‘” that 
satisfies 
(1) For every maximal antichain E 2 P, there is an Efi G C such that Efl C E. 
(2) Whenever Lo and L1 are elements of C, there is a po E Lo and a pl E Ll such 
that po and pl are compatible. 
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If P has an endowment, we say that P is endowed. Dow has shown [5] that Fn(K, 2) is 
endowed for each infinite cardinal K. It is easy to see that M(2’) (the measure algebra on 
2’) is endowed - use the family of all finite sets of conditions whose union has measure 
greater than l/2. 
The next lemma shows that forcing with an endowed partial order does not kill O-good 
sets. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose X < 0 are infinite cardinals, A C ((3 x w) x (X x w) is cdw, and 
(CO, co) E 2. Zf P is an endowed partial order and G is P-generic over V, then in V[G], 
it is still the case that (co, KJ) E 2. 
Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Suppose A C (0 x w) x (X x w) and (co, co) $ 2 
in V[G]. Then there are P-names 4 and f for elements of ‘w and ‘w, respectively, such 
thatinV[G],(V$,, xUjG)nA=O. 
Let C be an endowment for P. For each p < 8 and cy < X, fix antichains Jp and I, 
that are maximal with respect to deciding the values of i(p) and f(o), respectively. In 
particular, for each q E Jp and p E I,, there are m(P, q) E w and n(cr, p) E w such that 
q IF b(P) = m(P, q) and P IF f(o) = n(o,p). 
Fix Jj and It in C such that Ji C 50 and 1; c 1,. Let mp = max{m(p, q): q E Ji} 
and n, = max{n(a,p): p E I$}, then define j : B + w and i : X -+ w by j(p) = mg 
and i(a) = n,. 
We claim that A n (Vj x Vi) = 8. Suppose that ((p,m), (cx,n)) E Vj x Ui. Take 
q E Ji and p E 1: that are compatible. Let r be a common lower bound for p and q. 
Then P It Q(P) 3 j(P) and f(a) 3 i(a), so that p Ik ((0, m), (CY, n)) $ A. But then by 
absoluteness, ((P, m), (CX, n)) $ A. This means that in V, (CO, CQ) 6 2. 0 
By the results of Section 4, the preceding theorem can be viewed as a translation of 
preservation results found in [5]. 
We also need a reflection lemma for Cohen forcing. Before we state this lemma, we 
review the forcing and elementary submodel terminology that we will use. Let B be a 
cardinal. Then Fn(O,2) = {p: p is a finite partial function from 0 to 2). Let A be a nice 
Fn(B,2)-name for a subset of (0 x w) x (w x w). If M is an elementary substructure of 
some H(p), A is an element of M, and G is Fn(B,2)-generic over V, then we define 
&n~={((P,m)~(~,n)): %~GnM(plk ((P,m),@,n)) EA)}. 
Notice that by elementarity and the fact that G n M is Fn(0 n M, 2)-generic over V, 
(A n M)G = A,,,. Also note that A n M is an Fn(8 n M, 2)-name. 
Lemma 2.10. Suppose X and B are cardinals, 0 3 w2 is regulal; and Xw < 8. Let A be 
a nice Fn(B, 2)-name for a subset of (0 x w) x (X x w) that accumulates at (CQ, CO). Let 
M be an elementary substructure of some H(p) (p suficiently large) such that A E M, 
VW C M, X C M, and ]M] = X”. Let G be Fn(8,2)-generic over V. Then in V[GnM], 
AQ-,M accumulates at (00, co). 
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Proof. By Theorem 1.6, it suffices to show that for every f, a nice Fn(6’ n M, 2)-name 
for a function from X to w, 
1 ll-0~~4 $3 E A4 Vm E w 3a < X ((p, m), (a, f(a))) E A n M. 
So suppose f is a nice Fn(B n M, 2)-name for a function from X to w. Then f is also 
an Fn(B,2)-name, so because & accumulates at (00, co) in V[G], 
1 II-0 3/3 < B vrn E w 3Ly < X ((,D,m), (a, f(a))) E A. 
By the ccc, there is a countable set E C X and an Fn(8 n M, 2)-name ,j such that 
1 II-0 4 = f [E. Now, cj is countable and contained in M, so by M” 5 M, we have 
6 E M. Thus, 
H(p) + 1 Ike 3p < 8 Vm E w 31 E E ((/3, m), (a, i(a))) E A. 
All parameters are elements of M, so 
M+lll-~3P<OVmEw3crEE ((p,m),(a,jr(o))) EA. 
That is, 
11tB,,M3~~enMVm~w3~~E ((p,m),(a,j(a))) E.inM. 
Because 1 Il-0 j = f [E and both f and j are Fn(0 fl M, 2)-names, by absoluteness, 
1 It-en~ cj = f 1~. Therefore, 
11to,M3pEBnMVmEw3a:<X (@,m),(cx,f(cx))) EAnM. 
So in V[G n M], A ~~~ accumulates at (00; 00). 0 
Theorem 2.11 (CH). Let f3 be a regular cardinal. Let G be Fn(8,2)-generic over V. 
Then in V[G], t(Fe x F,) = WI. 
Proof. In V[G], b = wt, so there is an WI-good set in Fe x F,. If 6’ = wt, then CH is 
true in V[G], so the result is immediate. Suppose that 6’ 3 w2 and A is an Fn(8,2)-name 
for a subset of 2 (0 x w) x (w x w) that accumulates at (00, oo). Let p be a sufficiently 
large regular cardinal, and let M be an wi-sized elementary substructure of H(p) such 
that A E M and MW 2 M. Finally, let G be Fn(B, 2)-generic over V. 
By the reflection lemma with X = w, in V[G n M], J&M has cardinality wt and 
accumulates at (00, co). Because V[G] = V[G n M][G \ M], the preservation lemma 
ensures that in V[G], it is still the case that &,M accumulates at (co, oo). We have 
shown that any set that accumulates at (00, 00) in V[G] contains a subset of size wi that 
accumulates at (00, oo). Therefore, in V[G], t(Fe x F,) = WI. 0 
2.2. Products with an uncountable second factor 
In general, when X > w, it becomes more difficult to determine the tightness of 
F, x Fx, mostly because the structure of w x is much more difficult to analyze than the 
structure of ww. We do have a result that places an upper bound on the tightness of 
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F, x Fx. Recall that Fn(X, w, WI) is the collection of all countable partial functions from 
X into w. 
Theorem 2.12. Let X < K be cardinals. Then t(FK x Fx) < X”. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if A” < f3 < K, then there are no &good sets in Fe x Fx. 
Suppose A C (t9 x w) x (X x w) is cdw and accumulates at (00, m). We show that 
there is a subset of A of cardinality at most A” that accumulates at (m, oo), so that A 
is not &good. 
For each p E Fn(X, w, WI), let &, be the minimal p < 8 such that 
vm 6 w 3a E dam(p) ((A 4, (a, P(Q))) E A. 
If no such p exists, then &, is left undefined. Because A” < 0, IFn(X, w, wl)l < 8, so 
B = {PP: P E Fn(kw,wl)} 
has cardinality less than 0. We show that AB = A n ((B x w) x (X x w)) accumulates 
at (oo,oc)). 
Because Ag is cdw, we can apply Theorem 1.6. Let f : X + w. By (*) for A, there is 
a p < 0 such that 
v’m E w 3a, < X ((A4 (~,,.f(c+J)) 6 A. 
This defines a function p E Fn(X, w, ~1) by dam(p) = {an: n E w} and p(c~~) = ~(cx~). 
But then &, is defined, so that there is a p E B such that 
vm E w 3~ < X ((A 4, &P(Q))) E A. 
Because p(a) = f(a) f or all (Y in the domain of p, we have 
vm E w 3~ < A ((Am), &f(a))) E AB. 
Because f was arbitrary, Theorem 1.6 implies AB accumulates at (00, oo). q 
In the special case that X = WI, this result, together with Theorem 3.1, implies that 
under CH, t(Fo x F,,) = WI for all uncountable cardinals 8. 
On the other hand, if b = WZ, then there is already an wz-good set in Fb x F,, so it 
is consistent that t(Fe x F,,,) > wt. 
It is also possible to have c > 0 > WI and t(Fe x F,,) = WI. 
Theorem 2.13 (CH). Let 0 be a regular cardinal. Let G be Fn(8,2)-generic over V. 
Then in V[G], t(Fo x F,,,) = WI. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.11, using X = WI in the reflection 
lemma. •i 
So both t(F,, x F,, ) = w2 and t( F,, x F,, ) = WI are consistent with 7 CH. Notice, 
however, that the method we used to construct an wz-good set in Fw2 x F,, is, in some 
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sense, cheating - the w2-good set we constructed was already w2-good in Fw2 x F,. The 
following definition makes this idea more precise. 
Definition 2.14. Suppose X < 8, A s (0 x w) x (X x w) is e-good, and that for all ,8 < 8 
and LY < X, ,O < (Y implies Hoa(A) = 8. Then the ape of A is the minimal cardinality 
of a set E 2 X such that A fl ((0 x w) x (E x w)) is still O-good. 
With this notation, we can say that the wz-good set in Fw, x F,, that we constructed 
from b = w2 has type w. In [2], a forcing technique for producing O-good sets of type X, 
for X < 8 both regular, is introduced. Here, we have the following theorem and question. 
Theorem 2.15 (GCH). Suppose that 8 > X 3 cf(X) > w. Then there are no O-good sets 
of type X in Fe x Fx. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 2.12 0 
Question 2.16. Suppose cf(X) = w. Is there a cardinal B such that X < 8 < Xw such 
that there is a e-good set of type X in Fe x Fx? 
3. Symmetric products of fans 
With the notation we have established, when we discuss symmetric products of fans, 
we will really be interested in e-good subsets of type 0 in Fe x Fe. It is also more 
convenient to use sets of the form Vj = Vf x Uf as a base at (00, oo). 
3. I. 6 regular 
In [ 111, Gruenhage and Tanaka showed that there is always an WI-good set of type WI 
in F,, x F,,. 
Theorem 3.1. t(F,, x F,,) = WI. 
TodorEeviC has shown that Cl(e) implies there is a O-good subset of type 0 in Fo x Fe. 
He also asked the following question. 
Question 3.2. Does ZFC imply that t(F,, x F,,) = w2? 
Because o(O) is true for regular 0 unless 0 is weakly compact in L, large cardinals 
are required to produce a model in which there are no O-good sets of type 0 in Fe x Fe. 
In [16], we were able to show, in a sense that we make more precise in Section 4, 
that the w2-good set produced by TodorEeviC does not exist in the model obtained by 
collapsing a weakly compact cardinal to ~2. Finally, an easy application of the preserva- 
tion and reflection lemmas shows that there are no c-good sets of type c in F, x F, after 
adding weakly compact many Cohen reals. 
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3.2. 0 singular 
Our result for singular 13 of countable cofinality actually eliminates all &good sets of 
type X, as long as the cofinality of X is also w. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose rhar w = cf(X) = cf(0) < X < 0. Then there are no &good sets 
of type X in Fe x FA. 
Proof. Suppose A C (8 x GT) x (X x w), V’B E [AI’” ((ou,oc) 6 ??), and whenever 
E E [Xl<” then A n ((0 x w) x (E x w)) d oes not accumulate at (00, co) (in case 
8 = X, we also require that if cy < /? < 0, then Hap = 8, so that for all E E [S]<‘, 
A n ((E x w) x (0 x w)) d oes not accumulate at (03, cc)). We show that A does not 
accumulate at (oo,c0). 
Let (0,: n E w) and (X,: n E w} be increasing sequences of cardinals cofinal 
in t? and X, respectively. For /? < ~9 and (Y < X, let m(P),n(a) E w be such that 
p E [em(p),~,(P)+I) and Q E Ix+), &+J+~). 
For i E w, define A! = Afl((B,+, xw>x(Xxw)) and Ai = Afl((@xti)x (Xi+, XW)). 
Because neither A: nor Ai accumulates at (oc, a), there are functions gi : B + w and 
fi : X + w such that (A: u Al) n (Vgi x Ugi) = 8. 
Defineg:6’-+w by 
and f : X + c3 by 
We claim that A n (V, x Uf) = 0. 
Suppose that p = (@,m>, ((;Y, n)) E A. If i = m(p) 6 n(cr>, then p E A!, so 
9(P) 3 sm. B ecause n(a) > m(P), we have f(a) > f%(a), whence p 4 V, x Uf. 
On the other hand, if i = n(a) < m(P), then p E A!, so f(a) 3 fi(a>, and because 
i < m(p), we have g(p) > gi(p), so again, p 4 V, x Uf. 0 
Corollary 3.4. (2w < N,). There are no NW-good sets in FN, x FN,. 
4. Topological connections 
In [7], Eda et al. proved the following result, which connects the study of good sets in 
products of fans with the well-known problem of the failure of 6 n-cwH in first countable 
< K-cwH spaces. 
Theorem 4.1. There is a O-good set in Fe x Fe if and only if there is a first countable, 
< O-cwH space X that is not < O-c&f. 
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The following sharpening of this theorem suggests a way to give a finer analysis of 
the failure of < &cwH. 
Theorem 4.2. There is a B-good set of type X in Fe x Fx if and only if there is a first 
countable, < 8-CWH space X with a closed discrete set D of cardinality 6 that is not 
separatedandX = min{(El: E 2 D, D\E is separated, and\dF E [E]‘lEl ((D\E)UF 
is separated)}. 
Proof. [=+-I Let A C (0 x W) x (A x W) be a &good set of type X that satisfies (l)-(4) of 
Lemma 1.4. Let T = {tg: p < 6) and E = {e,: (Y < X} be disjoint sets of cardinality 
B and A, respectively. Let X = T U E U A with the following topology: Points of A are 
isolated. For each k E w, neighborhoods of points to and e, are sets of the form 
B(tp,k)=(tp)U{((P,m),(cu,n)) E A: m 3 k}, 
E(e=, k) = {e,} U {((P, m), (a, n)) E A: 71.3 k}. 
Using the fact that each Ho,(A) is cdw and finite, it is easy to see that X is a first 
countable 0-dimensiona Hausdorff space. Notice that D = T U E is closed discrete, the 
family {B&,0): ,LI < 8) is p airwise disjoint, and the family {B(e,, 0): (Y < A} is 
pairwise disjoint. 
To see that X is < &cwH, fix a d’ E [D]‘e, and set T’ = T n D’ and E’ = En D’. 
Then A’ = An ((T’ x w) x (E’ x w)) has cardinality less than 0, so because A is Q-good, 
there are functions g : 0 + w and f : X + w such that A’ n (V, x Uf) = 0. It’s easy to 
see that this means that the family {B(tp, g(p)): to E T’} U {B(e,, f(a)): ea E E’} 
is a separation of D’. 
In a similar manner, using the fact that A is &good of type A, one shows that D is 
not separated and that X is the minimal cardinality of a set G C D such that D \ G is 
separated and for all F E [G] <IGl, (D \ G) U F is separated. 
[+I] Suppose that there is a first countable < 0-cwH space X with a closed discrete 
set D of cardinality 0 that is not separated and that X = min{ IEl: E C D, D \ E is 
separated, and YF E [E] <IEl ((D \ E) U F is separated)}. The proof breaks into two 
cases. 
Case 1: X < 8. Fix an E 5 D such that /El = A, D \ E is separated, and VF E 
[ElcX ((D \ E) U F is separated). Enumerate E = {e,: Q < X} and T = D \ E = 
{to: p < 6). For each tp E T, let {B(tp, k): k E w} b e a countable descending base at 
tp. Because T is a separated closed discrete set, we can assume that {B(tp, 0): 0 < 8) 
is a pairwise disjoint family. Similarly, for each e, E E, we can find {B(e,, k): k E w} 
a countable descending base at e, such that {B(e,, 0): o! < A} is a pairwise disjoint 
family. 
Define a set A C (0 x w) x (X x w) by ((p, m), (o, n)) E A if and only if B(tp, m) n 
B(ea, n) # 0. We claim that A is a &good set of type X in Fe x Fx. TO see that A 
accumulates at (co, co), fix functions g : 8 + w and f : A + w. Then there are ,0 < 8 
and a: < X such that B(to,g(/3)) n B(en, f(a)) # 0. That is, 
((A s(a)), (~7 f(a))) E A n (v, x u,). 
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In a similar manner, because X is < B-cwH and X = min{ IE\: E 2 D, D \ E is 
separated, and VF E [E]‘lEl ((D \ E) U F is separated)}, small subsets of A do not 
accumulateat (oo,co) and X = min{]E]: EC X andAn((Bxw) x (Exw)) is O-good}. 
Case 2: X > 8. Define A 5 (19 x u) x (0 x w) by ((p, m), ((Y, n)) E A if and only 
if a! < p < 0 and B(dp, m) n B(d,, n) # 0. Then similar to the above, A is a &good 
setoftypeOinFexF0. 0 
As a corollary to this result, there is a O-good set of type X in Fo x Fx if and only if 
there is a first countable < 8-cwH space X that contains a closed discrete not separated 
subset D of cardinality 0 and X = min{]Ej: E C D A D \ E is separated}. 
The question “For which cardinals K is there a first countable < r;-cwH space that is 
not 6 rc-cwH?” was first asked by Fleissner in [8]. Since then, many examples of such 
spaces have been constructed under various set-theoretic hypotheses. By the results of 
this section, each such example gives a good set in some product of fans. 
Table 1 lists some of these results, the hypotheses used in their construction, the 
resulting good set, and its type. The pair (0, X) in the third column means that the 
example gives a O-good set of type X. 
A few remarks are in order. First, for uncountable X, the forcing techniques in [2] 
produce O-good sets of type X when cf(Q) > wi and either X is regular or X” < 0. Also 
constructed are O-good sets of type w for singular cardinals 0 of uncountable cofinal- 
ity. 
HYP(0) is a technical combinatorial property that holds for certain singular cardinals 
in a variety of models. For example, if V = L, then HYP(0) is true for all singular 
cardinals of uncountable not weakly compact cofinality. HYP(B) is also true if there are 
no large cardinals, 0 is a singular strong limit, and cf(0) is the successor of a singular 
strong limit. 
KH(B) is the statement ‘W = 0 and there is a Kurepa tree with exactly O-many 
branches” 
Table 1 
Paper 
121 
Hypothesis 
Forcing 
Good set 
(0,~) 
141 ZFC 
181 E,” 
193 iwp(e) 
1151 KH(@ 
(b>w) 
(e,e) 
(e, e) 
(e,e) 
WI o(e) (e,e) 
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By applying the results of this section, Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.4, one can see that 
the van Douwen example and Gruenhage’s theorem are saying essentially the same thing. 
The space obtained from TodorEeviC’s O-good set is not even weakly 13-cwH. In [16], 
we showed that in the model obtained by collapsing a weakly compact cardinal to ~2, 
first countable < N2-cwH spaces are weakly Nz-cwH, so that the good set produced from 
q (wz) does not exist in this model. 
There have been a number of other results about the nonexistence of first countable 
< K-CWH spaces that are not < rc-cwH. Shelah showed that in the model obtained by 
Levy collapsing a supercompact cardinal to ~2, there are no such locally countable spaces. 
Tall [ 191 showed that in the Foreman-Laver model obtained from the collapse of a huge 
cardinal, first countable < Nz-cwH spaces that are locally &-cc are < Nz-cwH. 
If 2“’ < N,, then by Theorem 3.4, we have shown that first countable < N,-cwH 
spaces are < N,-cwH. Results of the next section allow us to replace “first countable” 
with “character less than NW”. This result was obtained independently by the referee of 
[22]. The examples from [9] and [2] show that this result is the best possible in ZFC. 
5. Tightness in products of psuedo-fans 
The results of the preceding section can be generalized as follows. Recall that the 
cofinality of a directed set (D, <) is the minimal cardinality of a set E C D satisfying 
for all d E D there is an e E E such that d < e. Given a directed set D = (D, <) such 
that cf(D) = ID], the spoke determined by D, is the space S = S(D) with point set 
{cog} u D and topology determined by the following basic open sets. A point d E D is 
isolated, while a basic open neighborhood of 00~ is a set of the form 
B(coD, d) = {WD} U {d’ E D: d < d’} (d E D). 
Given a family {D,: cy < K} of directed sets D,, we define the psuedo-fun 
S = S({D,: cx < K}) 
to be the quotient of the spaces S(D,) obtained by identifying the points 00~ to a single 
point 00. For ease of notation, we will identify the point d in the space S(D,) with the 
pair (CY, d). With this notation, a basic open neighborhood of co is a set of the form 
V, = {CO} u {(cqd) E S: Q E K and d > f(a)}, where f is a function with domain IC. 
and for each o E K, f(a) E D,. 
We define K-good sets in the product of psuedo-fans in the same way as we did for 
a product of fans - a K-good subset of S x 7 is a subset A of (S x 7) \ {(co, c~)} of 
cardinality K that accumulates at (co, co) even though no subset of A smaller cardinality 
accumulates. 
The proofs of the following results are easy modifications of the corresponding proofs 
for fans, and are left for the interested reader. 
Lemma 5.1. Let S = S({D,: Q: < K}) be a psuedo-fun with X = sup{ 1 D, j: CY < K}. 
(1) S is a zero-dimensional HausdolfSspace. 
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(2) x = t(S) = sup{t(S(D,)): Ly E K}. 
(3) t(S x S) < max{X, K}. 
Theorem 5.2. If X is < IE-CWH but not < K-cwH, then there is a psuedo-fan S such that 
t(S) is at most x(X) and there is a K-good set in S x S. 
Corollary 5.3. If X < K and there is a < K-CWH space of character X that is not < K- 
cwH, then there is a psuedo-fan of tightness at most X whose square contains a n-good 
set. 
Theorem 5.4. Let S = S( { D, : a < K}) be a psuedo-fan with t(S) = X < K. Zf there 
is a K-good set in S x S, then there is a < K-CWH space of character at most X that is 
not < K-CWH. 
As an application of these results, we discuss the tightness of the square of a particular 
psuedo-fan. In general, F,+ is the space obtained by identifying the nonisolated points 
of K. x (X + 1) to a point co. Here K has the discrete topology and X + 1 has the topology 
in which all points except X are isolated, and basic open neighborhoods of X are sets of 
the form (cy, X], for each Q < X. 
The fan we are interested in is F = FN,+, ,“, . Because F x F contains a copy of 
F wz,wI x Fku, t as in Theorem 3.1, it must be the case that the tightness of F x F is at 
least ~2. 
Recall that if X < IC, then E,” is the statement “there is a nonreflecting stationary 
subset of {cr < K cf(a) = A}“. It is known that E,” is true in L whenever X and K are 
regular and K is at least A++. 
Theorem 5.5. If Ei holds, then t(F,,x x F,,x) = K. 
Proof. Let E c {a E K: cf(cr) = X} b e a nonreflecting stationary set. For each LY E E, 
let a,(<) be an increasing X-sequence cofinal in cr. For each cy < p < K, define 
h/da) = 
min{t E J+: 4E) # q(Q), if (QEE)A(~E E), 
0, otherwise. 
Then, as in [161, G = {((a,[), (P,<‘)): LY < ,O < K and 6 + <’ < hp(a)} is a K-good 
set. (The addition in the definition of G is ordinal addition.) •I 
Corollary 5.6. Ei implies the existence of a < K-CWH PA-space of character X that is 
not < n-cwH. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.4. q 
An ultrafilter U on K is said to be A-indecomposable if whenever 
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and {A,: CY < X} is a pairwise disjoint family, then there is a B E [Xl<’ such that 
U{A,: cy E B} E U. 
Magidor and Ben-David [3] have shown that it is consistent (modulo the existence of 
a supercompact cardinal) that there are uniform N,-indecomposable ultrafilters on Nw+t 
whenever 0 < n < w. 
Theorem 5.7. If X is regular and there is a uniform X-indecomposabte ultrafilter on fc, 
then there are no K-good sets in F,J x FK,x. 
Proof. Suppose G C: F&,x x F&,X and that for all H E [G]<“, (00, CO) $! ?f. We show that 
(oo, co) q! ??. For each ,LJ < K, find a function fp : IS --t X so that VjO n Gn (CI x X)2 = 0. 
For each CY < K. and [ E X, define A(cY,<) = {/3 E K: ,B 2 Q and fo(c~) = [} and 
A(cr, -1) = [0, CX). 
Now, for each a! < K, {A(cr, <): -I < < < X} is a partition of K into X-many pieces, 
so by the X-indecomposability of U, there is a B, E [Xl<’ such that 
Since A is regular and IBoll < X, we can define a function f : K + X by f(a) = 
(sup BQ) + 1; we claim that VT n G = 0. Take ((a, 0, (p, E’)) E G with cy < ,LJ. Then 
there is a y E U,CXJ~. Note that because Li is uniform, y > ,8. Now, because y E W,nUp, 
we have f(o) > fY(o) and f(P) > f?(P). Al so, either f,(a) > [ or f-,(P) > [‘. This 
means that either f(o) > < or f(P) > c$‘, hence ((cu, <), (P, E’)) $ Vf. 0 
Corollary 5.8. With hypotheses on X and K as above, < ~c-cwH PA-spaces of character 
X are < n-cwH. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 5.2. 0 
Because E,” holds for K the successor of a singular cardinal and X regular and less 
than K unless there are inner models with many measurable cardinals [14], a substantial 
large cardinal assumption is needed to establish the consistency of the preceding result. 
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